Sheardy’s

www.a1rentalonline.com

A-1 Rental & Concrete
1251 W. Caro Rd (M-81)
Caro, MI 48723

COTTON CANDY
989 673 - 6138
Ÿ DURING TRANSPORTATION - the two large knobs located to the left and right of the spinner
head MUST BE HAND TIGHTENED ( clockwise) !!!
Ÿ PRIOR TO OPERATION- the knobs must be loosened all the way

( counterclockwise) !!!!!!
Ÿ Try NOT TO USE AN EXTENSION CORD.!!!!!
use as short and thick a cord as possible !!!!

If you must use an extension cord,
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INSTRUCTIONS:

Sheardy’s

1. Make sure switches are all in the “OFF” Position. Place metal tub on top of cotton candy
machine. Plug machine in. Flip “MAIN SWITCH” and ”HEAT SWITCH” to the “ON”
position. Let machine run for about five minutes then flip “MAIN SWITCH” to “OFF” position.
This will warm up the machine and prepare it for making candy.
2. Filling machine with floss (a.k.a. sugar)
Ÿ ALWAYS fill the machine WITHOUT motor running !!!!
Ÿ ALWAYS fill to approximately 85% CAPACITY !!! This is necessary to obtain a balanced
condition or vibration will occur.
Ÿ DO NOT OVERFILL !!!!
3. Turn machine back on. Floss will start to come out in a few seconds. The unit may smoke as it
heats up. To eliminate the smoke, turn the heat control knob counterclockwise in small increments.
Once you find the ideal setting for the heat, you should be able to operate near that position each
time.

CLEANING:

1. Unplug machine and remove tub from base.
2. DO NOT USE WATER/CHEMICALS ON THE BASE !!!! Brush off any lose sugar and
we will to the rest !!!!!
3. Rinse tub with warm water only. Machine must be returned clean. There is a

$ 25.00 CLEANING CHARGE for machines that have not been cleaned.
4.FOR TRANSPORTATION - the two large knobs located to the left and right of the spinner
head MUST BE HAND TIGHTENED ( clockwise) !!!

Work or Play

A-1 is the Way

